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Abstract-A new mixed finite element method for the Dirichlet problem of fourth order elliptic 
equations with variable coefficients on convex polygonal domain has been developed in this paper, 
the biharmonic problem and bending problems of elastic plates being particular cases of the general 
problem considered in the paper. For bending problems, this method gives a simultaneous 
approximation to the displacement u and the ‘actual’ bending and twisting moments (I++,,) (ij = 1, 
2). Error estimate for the mixed finite element solution has been given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Refs. [3, 41, the authors proposed two different mixed finite element algorithms for the 
Dirichlet problem of the fourth order elliptic equations with variable coefficients on a 
convex polygon in R2, the error estimates and other details for which can be found in Refs. 
[5, 61 respectively. For the particular case of the bending problem of an elastic - isotropic, 
orthotropic or anisotropic-plate with variable or constant thickness, both the mixed 
methods in [3, 41 allow a simultaneous approximation to all informations-displacement U, 
components (u,J (i,j = 1, 2) of the tensor of the change in curvature, and the “actual” 
bending and twisting moments ($,) (ij = 1, 2) of the bent plate so that no further 
computation is necessary. But in many practical situations, engineers are interested to 
know only the displacement u and the “actual” bending and twisting moments (I++,) (ij = 1, 
2) the components (uJ (ij = 1,2) of the tensor of the change in curvature being redundant 
informations. In such practical situations, a mixed finite element method giving a 
simultaneous approximation only to u and ($,) (ij = 1, 2) will be quite efficient for 
application and much more economical than those in Refs. [3, 41. Keeping this objective 
in view, a new mixed finite element method for the same Dirichlet problem of fourth order 
elliptic equations with variables coefficients has been developed in this paper. The 
algorithm of the mixed method of Hellan-Hermann-Miyoshi[8, 10-12, 171 for the 
biharmonic equation can be obtained as a particular case from the algorithm developed 
in this paper with a proper choice of the coefficients. Error estimate for the mixed finite 
element solution has been given under the assumption that the solution of the continuous 
variational problem has sufficient regularity. For biharmonic problems, relevant references 
can be found in Refs. [2-4, 8, 10, 18, 191, the [18] being the most up-to-date one giving 
all interesting results on mixed methods. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Let 52 be a convex polygon with boundary r in Iw2 and H”(O) be the usual Sobolev 
space [ 1, 161 of integral order m 2 0 equipped with innerproduct (. , .)m,R, norm [I . I[m,R 
and semi-norm 1 . lm.n such that Ho(Q) z L2(8), 
H,‘(Q) = {c :VEH’(R), y,v = u(r = o}, (2.1) 
z&‘(Q) = {t. :fXH2(B), y,u = v/r = 0, y,v = (au/an)(, = o}, (2.2) 
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where I~~:H~(Q)-*H~-~-“*(~) are trace operators [I, 161, m = 1,2; k = 0, m - 1; H”?(T), 
H312(r) being the fractional order Sobolev spaces of functions on r; &I/&I is the derivative 
of u in the direction of the exterior normal to the boundary r; D(Q) 3 H,,“(Q) in the norm 
topology of H”(Q)), m 2 0, D(Q) being the space of test functions on s2. 
3. THE CONTINUOUS VARIATIONAL PROBLEM 
To the Dirichlet problem (P) defined by: For givenf&*(Q), find u such that 
Au =f in 0, u(~ = (au/&)(, = 0, (3.1) 
where 
a* 
(Au)(x) = - ax,ax, ( > aqkI$& (xl =(aiikl~,,j),dx) for xd2 , , 
(in (3.2) and also in the sequel, the Einstein’s summation convention has been followed), we 
associate the following Galerkin variational problem (PC) defined by: Find u~&,~(sZ) such 
that 
a(u, v) = l(v) Vv&z,z(B), (3.3) 
where the continuous, symmetric, bilinear form a(. , .) and the continuous linear form I(.) 
are defined by: 
a(‘~ “‘1 = (AU, W)O,Q = s avk/ u,,j W,k/ da; (3.4) n 
l(v) = cr, v>o,n = f u dSZ VVEH,~(Q); (3.5) 
the coefficients a$.. satisfy the following conditions: Vij,k,l = 1,2, 
(Al): a&/EC’(a); aijk,(x) 2 0, aijk,(X) = a,@(x) = ajikl(x) = ajilk(x> Vxcfii 
042): Vt =(l,,, L t12, t2JdJ34 with tL2= tlzly Vx& 3ao>0 
such that 
(A2’): Vv&:(52), 3a > 0 such that a(v, v) 2 a I(v /l:,o, i.e. a(. , .) defined by (3.4) 
is Ho2(Q)-elliptic. 
Remark 3.1. Sufficient conditions for (A2) to hold can be found in [7], where it has also 
been shown that (A2) =z. (A2’). 
THEOREM 3.1 
If (Al)--(A2’) hold, the problem (PG) has a unique solution UEH~‘(SZ). 
4. MIXED METHOD FORMULATION 
Define the following product Hilbert spaces equipped with the product norm topo- 
logies: 
H = {@ :@ = (+i,)v= ,.2, I@* with 4ii = tijiiivi,j = 1,2}, 
(4.1) 
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V = (@ : @EH, q+,EH’(Q) Vij = 1,2), 
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(4.2) 
W = &‘(Qz) with 11x ))w = 11x 11~~ Vx w. (4.3) 
Then, we have VcH with dense, continuous imbedding, i.e. 
For construction of suitable bilinear forms of the mixed method formulation, we 
require the following results. 
To every 5 = CC,,, L L, L,W4 with 50 = L we associate r = (5,,, L LkR3 such 
that 
vxa ~&Kij<k, = 5[A(x)l5'2 %$ /IL 2 %llfl/L, (4.5) 
where aVk, satisfy (Al)-(A2), jr is the transpose of i; [A (x)]&‘(lR3) is defined by: Vxd, 
L alIll ~I’&) 2%,2(x> [A(x)1 = %2,,(X) 4222(x 1 242212(x ) = [A (x r (4.6) 2%,,(X) 2%*(X) 4%,,(x) I 
PROPOSITION 4.1 
Vxd, [A(x)]&?(lFP) defined by (4.6) is symmetric, positive-definite, and its inverse 
[A -‘(x)]~S!?([w~) defined by: Vxd, 
4,,,(x) Al,&) A*11&) 
IA (x)lM - ‘@)I = L [A -‘(x)1 = &z,,(x) A,,&) AX&) = [A -‘(x)1? (4.7) 
AU,,(X) A,&) A**,*(X) 1 
where Z&‘(R3) is the identity matrix; for 1 5 i <j I 2, 1 I k I I i 2, A,, = A,+ is also 
symmetric, positive-definite. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 
V’XEL?, the symmetric [A*(x)]d?(R3) defined by 
A,,,,(x) A,,&) 2A,,&) 
Am,(x) 4&) 242,2(x) 
2-4,,,,(x) 2-4,2&) 4A12&) 1 = [A *(x)1’ (4.8) 
is positive-definite, i.e. Vxd, Vi = (tJI1, &, ~&[W3, 3cr, > 0 such that 
&A *(x>l~ 2 a, \ltill’a3. (4.9) 
Proof. The symmetric [A*(x)] will be positive-definite iff 
Vs~d. A,,,,(S) > 0, A,,,,(x) A,,,,(x) A 
2211 
(xj A2Z22tXj > 0, det([A*(x)l) > 0, 
which follow from the Proposition (4.1), since [A -‘(x)1 is positive-definite, and 
det ([A *(x)1) = 4 det ([A -l(x)]) > 0 Vxd. 
Define new functions Az12,, A,,. A,,, (1 < i <j I 2) with the help of functions Aiilz in 
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A Am 2l2l = A,, = A2,ii = Alj12, 1 I i <j s 2, 
from which, together with (4.7) we have: 
Vij,k,l = 1,2, Vx& A&x) = Ak,&) = A,,&x) = A,kji(.x) (4.10) 
PROPOSITION 4.3 
VXESZ, 
Vt = G.,, 522, t12, 521)~134 with Cl2 = t2,, 
for some constant a, > 0. 
Proof. Vx&, 
[A -'(x)][A(x)]=I*VXEG, A&X)Ui&X)= I, U~~JX)CZ&X)= 1; A&X)U,,XX)=O for 
i#morj#n, lSi<j12, l<m<n<2;k,l=1,2. (4.13) 
Then, using the property of symmetry in (Al) and (4.10) and the relations (4.13), we have 
V=a, ~ij&)+&)L& = (Aij,,(+&)5,, + 4,,W,22(-4522 + 2A,/,,(x)~~,2(~>5,2)i,, 
+ 64/2*w,,,w,, + 42w&/22wr22 + 2A,,(x)a,,2(x)5,2)~*2 + &4,,2(~)~,,,(~)5,, + 
-4,,2W&)522 + 2A~~z(x)a,,,(x)5,2)r,, = 5,,1,, + 522l22 + X,,C,, = t&i,. 
For (4.12), we have Vx&, Aijk,(x)&Jkl = i[A *(x)1? 2 a,\lrll& 2 a2jlt I\& with a2 = a,/2 
(by virtue of (4.9)), VF= (L, c2*, tl,&Iw3, Vt = (t,,, L 5,2, 521)~f34 with 5,2 = L,. 
Remark 4.1. Vij,k,l = 1,2, functions A,,JsC~(~), which follows from (Al) and the 
Proposition (4.1). 
Remark 4.2. Although VxG?, a&x) 2 0 Vij,k,l = 1,2 by (Al), A,, are not positive- 
valued in general, i.e. there may exist some ij,k,l = 1,2 and some XE~ such that A&X) < 0. 
Now, we define the continuous bilinear forms A(. , .):H x H+R, b(. , .):V x W’+R as 
follows: 
VY, @EH with Y = ($,), @ = (4J, i,j = 1,2,A(Y, @) = AU,&ij4k,dQ = A(@, Y), (4.14) 
where A,, = Ailk, are defined in (4.7)-(4.13) (see also Remarks (4.1) and (4.2)); 
b(@, X) = 4,jX,i dQ V@ = (~V)EV, Vx E W. (4.15) 
PROPOSITION 4.4 
A(. , .) and b(. , .) defined by (4.14) and (4.15) are continuous on H x H and V x W 
respectively, i.e. 3 constants M > 0, m* > 0 such that 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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THEOREM 4.1 
A (. , .) defined by (4.14) is H-elliptic, i.e. V&H, 3a, > 0 such that 
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A(@, 0) 2 a211@ If. (4.18) 
Proof. Using (4.12), we have W&H with @ = (&Jij=1,2, 
A(@, O)=~~Atlx)~ix)mdx)dn~a~~~(i~~(0~~x))’)dn=a,llmli.2. 
THEOREM 4.2 
b(. , .) defined by (4.15) satisfies the (external ellipticity) condition: 
VXEW, 3/3 > 0 
such that 
(4.19) 
Proof. QXE W, set @ * = (xS,),, ,,*. Then @ *EV, and using Poincak-Friedrichs’ 
inequality, we have: 
Vx~w, Ix)b 2 C(Q) 1)x /IL with C(Q) > 0. 
Then, using (4.20), we have VXEW, 
(4.20) 
sup W@Y x) > N@*Y xl = IxI:,f2 
@E” I)@ /I” - P*lJv & IIXIILQ 
2 B 11x Ill,a with B = C(Q)/& > 0. 
Now, we construct the problem (Q) of the mixed method under consideration as follows: 
Find (Y, jL)EV x W 
such that 
A(Y, @)+b(@, %)=OV@&, (4.2 1) 
WY, xl= - (L X)0,* VXEK (4.22) 
where A (. , .) and b(. , .) are defined by (4.14) and (4.15) respectively. Since A(. , .) is not 
a priori V-elliptic, the problem (Q) is not well-posed in general, i.e. the existence of solution 
of (Q) can not be proved in general. But we have 
THEOREM 4.3 
The problem (Q) has at most one solution (Y, I&V x W. 
Proof. Let (Yv,, A,), (Y,, A,) be any two solutions of (Q). Then, (Y *? A*) = (Y, - Yy2, 
I,, - j&V x W satisfy the corresponding homogeneous ystem: 
A(Y*, @)+ b(@, %*)=OV@&'; b(Y*, x)=OVXEW. 
Then, 
b(Y*, A*)=OaA(Y*, Y*)=OoY*=O 
by virtue of (4.18). Hence, 
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b(@, h*)=OV@doi*=O 
by (4.19). Thus, the result is established. 
THEOREM 4.4 
If u be the solution of the problem (PG) in (3.3) such that UE&,‘(G?)~H~(S~) and 
Vij = 1,2, I,$~ = aijk,~,+H’(S2), then the problem (Q) has a unique solution (Y, i) = (Y, 
U)EV x W such that Y = (Ic/,) with 
*ij = a,&, Vij = 1,2. (4.23) 
Conversely, if (Y, A)EV x W be the solution of the problem (Q) with Y = (tjJij= ,.z, 
then I = u is the solution of the problem (PG) and $ij = aiik,&H’(SZ) Vi,j = 1,2. 




fv dSZ V u~Hz(f2). (4.24) 
R 
Let eij = avk,u,k, = aij&~H’(f2) V i,j = 1,2. Then, Y = ($&V and V UED(SZ) c H,,‘(Q) we 
have from (4.24), 5 R rl/ klV,kl da = - In $k,,lbk da = JnfU da* tJ x~&,W), jn $k,,,X,k dQ = 
WJ) = - (r, X)O.O~ which follows from the density argument. 
=E. (Y, A) = (Y, u&V x W satisfies the equation (4.22). Again, from (4.11), (4.14) and 
(4.15), we have for ~~H,,~(sl)nH’(l’2), V CDEV, A(Y, @) + b(@, A) = jn A,$,+,dSG? + 
In &j&i dS2 = fn A.. yk&m&mn~kld~ + JO 4u,jLidQ = SQ A&b da + JQ 4&,idQ = 0. 
Thus, (Y, 1) = (Y, U)EV x W satisfies the equation (4.21) and, consequently, it is a 
solution of the problem (Q) and its uniqueness follows from the Theorem (4.3). 
Conversely, let (Y, A)EV x W be the solution of the problem (Q) with Y = ($Ji,,= ,,z, 
i.e. from (4.21) we have 
(4.25) 
Define @* = (&5Ji,,=,,, with ~EH,‘(Q). Then, @*EV, and for LEH,‘(Q), we have 
jn A,i4rl da = - jn (Ailk,8klJ/O)d dS2 V $EH,,‘(S;I), 52 being a convex polygon, and con- 
sequently, 
l.~H,‘(Q)nH*(l2)[14], dl = Aijk,&$ij (4.26) 
Choose p* = (~S,>ij= 1.2 with c#JEH’(Q). Then, c(*EV and for ,~EH’(Q)~H,‘(SZ), we have 
from (4.25): 
From (4.26) and (4.27), we have 1,. (aA)/( dT = OV ~EH’(O) and for 
n~H2(sz)nH,‘(s2)~(~~)/(an)l, = y,;I = 0 for lEH*(Q)nH,,‘(Q). Thus, JEH~~(Q), and from 
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(4.25), we have V @EV, Jn (AV,&ii - &)#Q, dQ = OoA,&, - L,k, = 0 V k,l = 1,2. Then, 
from (4.13) we have 
V m,n = 12, a,d,kl = a,,,A,,IC/, = IC/,,,@(Q). (4.28) 
V vczD(Q) c Ho2(L2), we have from (4.22): Ja $i,~,~ dSZ = jn fv dS2. Then, for ~EH,‘(Q), 
we have from (4.28): Jna,,J,, u,~,~G! = jafi dS2 V v&(Q). Thus, for LEH,‘(Q), 
ln aijkl)~,~v,kl dO = jG fv dL2 V veH:(!ZI), using the density argument. Hence, from Theorem 
(3.1), 1; = UEH,‘(Q) is the solution of the problem (PG) such that Y = ($&V is defined 
by (4.28). 
Example 4.1. For a+, defined by: aiiji = 1; a12,2 = a2,2, = a21,2 = alz2, = f; aqL, = 0 other- 
wise, which satisfy the assumptions (Al)-(A2), we get the Dirichlet problem of the 
biharmonic operator n = dd. Then, the corresponding matrices [A(x)] and [A -l(x)] in 
(4.6) and (4.7) are given by: 
VXEB, [A(x)]= 0 1 0 [; I:]. ~A-‘~x~l= [ii ;] 
such that A,, = a+, V ij,k,l = 1,2. Then, the corresponding bilinear form A(. , .) in (Q) is 
as follows: 
In this particular case, this algorithm (Q) reduces to the Hellan-Hermann-Miyoshi 
algorithm[S, 10-12, 171 for the biharmonic equation, i.e. the solution (Y, ,I)& x W of the 
problem (Q): 
is given by: A = u, !P = (rj,) with tiii = aiikIu,kl = QV i,j = 1,2, where u~H,2(!Z)nH~(f2) is 
the solution of the problem (PC) corresponding to the biharmonic equation. If u is the 
deflection of the bent elastic plate, then tiii = u,~ (ij = 1,2) denote components of the 
change in curvature tensor, but not the “actual” bending and twisting moments in the plate 
(see Example (4.3) and Remark (4.3)). 
Example (4.2). For the bending problem of clamped orthotropic plate with variable (or 
constant) thickness [7], [13], [ 151, we have 
aiiii = D,; a,,22 = a22,, = v,D2 = v*D,; 
alz12 = a212l = cIzl12 = alzzl = D,, a+,, = 0 otherwise, 
Au = (DP,,, + vPru,& + 4(Dtu,i2),r2 + W&i1 + D2&,22, 
and then, the matrix [A(x)] in (4.6) is given by: Vxd 
(4.29) 
D,(x) 
[A (x)1 = v1D2(x) 
0 vzD,(x) 
D,(x) 0 
0 0 1 
= [A (x)1’, 
4DSx) 
where D, = Eih3/(12(1 - v,v2)) > 0, (i = 1,2); D, = Gh’/12 > 0, H = D,v, -I- 2D,, 
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G = E,EJ(E, + (1 + 2vJEJ > 0, E,v, = EzvI, Ei and vi being the Young’s moduli and 
Poisson’s coefficients respectively, thickness function &Co(~) such that 0 < ho I h(x,, 
x2) I h, V (x,, x&a. From (4.29), it is obvious that aVk, satisfy (Al). For (A2), we 
have: V tl = (r,,, &, 5,2, 5&R4 with 5,* = gz,, 3% > 0 such that V x&j, V i = (t,,, &, 
5,2)ER3, a&) 4&k, = 5Lw15T = mxE* + &w32 + 4D,(x)5:, + 2v,D*(x)S,,S22 2 
a0 115 I):4 2 crolltll’w3, where a0 = min {$‘(D, - v,D*)(x); in; (D2 - v,D,)(x); 5 2D,(.r)) > 
0[7]. Thus, V xd, [A(x)] is positive-definite and the corresponding matrix [A -,(x)1 is 
given by: 
[ 
(4DzDJ(x) ( - 4v,D,D,(x) 
IA -‘(x)] - ,a& (- 4v,D,D,)(x) (4D,D,)(x) 
0 -- 
0 
0 0 D,D2(1 - v,vJ(x) 1 
where IA(x)1 = det [A (x)] = (4D,D,D,(l - v,vJ)(x) V xd, such that from (4.7) and (4.10), 
we have: A,i = 4D,;O,@(.)( (i #j), A,122 = Azzll = - 41@,D,/[.4(.)( (see Remark (4.2)), 
A 1212 = A,,,, = A*,,2 = 422, = D,D2( 1 - v,vJlA (.)I, A, = 0 otherwise. Consequently, 
Ag&Zo(Q) V i&k,1 = 1,2 and satisfy (4.11~(4.13). The bilinear form A (. , .) in the problem 
(Q) is given by: V Y, @EH, 
A(Y, @)= 
s o ,A:x), 
- [4D2D,hh - 4V2D,Dr($,,dh + +224,,) 
+ 4N4bz~22 + 44D2U - v,v,M,,A,ldQ. 
Then, the solution (Y, l&V x W of (Q) is such that II = u is the deflection of the bent 
plate, ‘Y = ($ij) with J/ii = ~~~~~,k~ V ij = 1,2 are the “actual” bending and twisting moments 
in the plate, i.e. $,, = D,(u,,, + v2qz2), ,+& = D,(v,u,,, + u,~~) are the bending moments in the 
x,- and x,-directions, the twisting moment being $,2 = $2, = ~D(u,,~. 
Example 4.3. The isotropic [7j case is obtained by putting E, = E2 = E, v, = v2 = v and 
consequently, D, = D, = D in all formulae in the Example (4.2) for the orthotropic plate. 
In this case also, I = u is the deflection of the plate; +,, = D(u,,, + vu,,,), 
$22 = D(w,, + u,22), $12 = $2, = D(1 - vb4,2 are the bending moments in the x,- and 
x,-directions and twisting moment respectively. 
Remark 4.3. In the isotropic case, the Hellan-Hermann-Miyoshi algorithm [8, 10-12, 
171 gives the deflection 1 = u and the components (u,,.> of the tensor of the change in 
curvature. To find the “actual” bending and twisting moments ($,), further computation 
is necessary using the formulae given in the Example (4.3). 
Remark 4.4. The anisotropic case[7, 13, 151 can be dealt with exactly in the same way 
as in the Example (4.2) for the orthotropic case. 
5. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
Let T,, be an admissible triangulation[g] of a into closed triangles T such that 
d = ,;J T. To the triangulation T,, we associate the following finite dimensional spaces: 
/I 
where P,,,(T) is the linear space of restrictions to T of polynomials of degree 5 m in x,, 
x2, m 2 1; 
wh = (4,: +hEXh, h,lT = 0)~ (5.2) 
Vh = {@,:@h = (+hij)iJ= 1.29 6,i+h v ij = I?29 4hl2 = $h,,) (5.3) 
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such that 
x,cH’(fq, V,cVcH, W,~H,‘(s2). (5.4) 
Now, we can construct the discrete problem (Q,,) of the mixed finite element method under 
consideration: Find (Y,, L&Vh x W,, such that 
where the bilinear forms A(. , .) and b(. , .) are defined by (4.14) and (4.15) respectively. 
THEOREM 5.1 
The bilinear form b(. , .) defined by (4.15) satisfies the following condition: V MEW,,, 3 
a constant /3, > 0 such that 
(5.7) 
Proof. V X~E W,, choose (Pf = (X,&J, sijsz. Then, from (5.1)-(5.4), @t&h, and using 
Poincark-Friedrichs inequality, V X~E W,, c H,‘(Q), we have 
and 
lI@h*(I” = $ llXhIII,O, 
from which the result follows with j?, = C(Q)/fi > 0. 
THEOREM 5.2 
The problem (Q,J defined by (5.5~(5.6) has a unique solution (Yh, &)EVh x wh. 
Proof. Since V,, W,, are finite dimensional spaces, it is sufficient to show that if (Y,,, 
i&V, x W, is a solution of the corresponding homogeneous problem: 
A (y/n @h) + b (@/,h, A ,,) = 0 v @,,EV,,, (5.8) 
NY,,, Xh)=OvX,,EW,,, (5.9) 
then, Y,, = 0, 1, = 0. In fact, from (5.9), b(Yh, 2,) = 0. Then, from (5.8), we have A(Yh, 
Y,j) + b(Y,, 2,) = O+A(Y,,, Y,) = OOY~ = OEH. Thus, from (5.8), b(eh, A,,) = 0 V @,&vh 
which implies 2, = 0 in W, by (5.7). 
6. ERROR ESTIMATES 
For 0 -c h < 1, consider a uniformly regular family (T},, of triangulations of a in the 
sense of Ciarlet-Raviart[9] i.e. 3 0 > 0, 7 > 0, independent of h such that 
t6,1) 
where hr= diameter of TET,,; p 7 = Sup (d : d is the diameter of a circle contained in T>. 
Let X,. V,, W, defined in (5.1~(5.4) correspond to this uniformly regular family (T,,) 
of triangulations. Then, we have 
LEMMA 6.1[9] 
V z+Y,,. 3 a constant y* > 0 such that 
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COROLLARY 6.1 
V CD,,&,,, 3 yz > 0 such that 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
We also require the following result. 
LEMMA 6.2 
3 an operator II,,c.Y(V, V,) such that 
0) V@EV, b(@ -&BP, xJ=O’V’X~EW,,; (6.4) 
(ii) V @EVn(HY-2(Q))4, y 2 3, /I@ -l& @ /Is,n I C,h’-s /I@ lI,,R, (6.5) 
where C,>O; s=O, 1; l</~min{y-2, m+l); (n,~),l,~P,(T)t/T~T,,Vij=1,2; 
m 2 1. 
Proox See Refs, [8, lo]. 
THEOREM 6.1 
For 0 < h < 1, let Vh and W,, correspond to a uniformly regular family { Th} of 
triangulations of d defined in (6.1). Then, 3 uz, j?, > 0 such that 
II1 -Ahllw~~[MII~ - YhIlH+UA+m*)$& /IA -x~/(~], (6.7) 
where (Y, A.&V x W, (Y,, &)d,, x W,, are solutions of the problems (Q) and (Q,,) 
respectively; a2, y$, m*, M, p, are the positive constants in (4.18), (6.3), (4.17), (4.16) and 
(5.7) respectively. 
Proof. From (6.4), (4.22) and (5.6), we have: 
v XLEWI,, W,tyY, x/J = WY, x/J = - cr, x&n = W’,,, x,,) 
*b(l7,Y - Y,,, x,,)=OVX,,EW~ 
*b(n,,Y -Yh,~--Rh)=b(n*Y-YIYh,~-xXh)V~h~wh. (6.8) 
Again, 
Aq7hy-yh,nhy-yh)=A(nhy - y,nhy- yY,)+A(y -y,,nhy -Y,) 
=A(&Y- y,n,y - yh)+ b(Yy,- n,y,A +)=A(nhy -~,n,y - Y,) 
+ NY, - KY, 1 - x,JV XLEW,, (by (6.8)). (6.9 
Then, from (4.16)-(4.18), (6.3) and (6.9), we have 
tl#hY - q$, 5 A (nhy - vh, n,y -y,)=A(nhy - y, n,y - yh)+ b(Yh- nhy, 
1 - Xh) 
5 M)j y - ky \jH Ilnhy - yhjlH + m*ljnhy - yhIIV jlL - ithI\ W 
A mixed finite element method for fourth order elliptic equations 
from which the inequality (6.6) is obtained using the inequality: 
For (6.7) we have 
But 





From (4.21) and (5.5), 
b(Qh, j./, - ;I) = A(Y - yh, @‘*) v @,,#,,. (6.12) 
Again, from (4.4), (4.16), (4.17), (6.11) and (6.12), we have 
+“/y - yh/I”+m*l(d -~h~(Wlv~h~Wh, 
I 
from which (6.7) is obtained using (6.10). 
Now, we can state the final results: 
THEOREM 6.2 
For 0 < h < 1, let v,, and w,, correspond to a uniformly regular family (Th} of 
triangulations of .0. If the solution UE&,~(S~) of the problem (PC) belongs to 
H”+ ‘(L?)nH,2(a) for m 2 2 such that 
rl/ii = aVk,u,k~H”-‘(L?) V i,j = 1,2, (6.13) 
then 3 C > 0, independent of h, such that 
l/y - yh]lO.Q+ 111 -~hIl,.n~Chm-l[~~l,+,,n+~~lm,n+ /I~~~rn-~,~k (6.14) 
where (Y, A)EV x W with Y = (tjJ, Sij_-2; 1 = u is the solution of the problem (Q) and (Yh, 
&kvh X f+‘h with yh = ($hij)i< ijs2 is the mixed finite element solution of the problem (Qh). 
Proof. Since E. = u~H”‘+‘(O)nH,,~(i2) with m 2 2, 3 C,, C, > 0 such that 
Again. from (6.9, we have for YE(H~-‘(Q))~, 
IIY -nhY/(c~~ I C$“-’ jIYIJm-l.R with C, > 0, m 2 2. (6.17) 
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Then, from (6.6), (6.15), (6.17), we have 
/Iy - ql,R= p - Y*ll~~~~~m*C,h”lil,~,.,+~M+~~~C,h”-’llP:,_,.,] 
= C4~m-‘[lqn+Ln+ Il~Ilrw?l~ (6.18) 
where 







Again, from (6.7), (6.16), (6.18), we have 
111 -&n= 111 -ihl(,~~[~c4~--~(l~l,+~,~+ ((~l((,-*,~>+(~*+P,>Cz~"-'l~(,.nl 
5 Cshm-l((~(m.n+(l(,+l,,+ /lq(?n-*JA (6.19) 
where 
Cs = max 
{ 
MC4 (PI +m*>C2 >. 
77 61 I . 
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